Getting Closer to Industry

- Activities/Programs/Initiative to Foster Industry Relations:
  Technical Seminars/Meetings
- Changes required by IEEE to Improve Industry Relations:
  - Provide more Financial Support for conducting Technical Seminars/Conferences
  - Provide Initiatives (Could be Financial or other promotions such as reduced fee to attend conferences) for Industry people supporting the Section via technical meetings and consultation to members
- Major Successes in terms of Industry Relations
  Industry(Ooredoo Qatar) helping IEEE in organizing a conference in the region (IEEE WCNC 2016)
- Steps to foster further Industry Relations
  Continuing more meetings with the industry and informing them about the Qatar Section Activities, gathering their feedback, delegating work to them so that they feel involved.

Students and Young Professionals

- Activities/programs/initiatives work well in your Section to support Students and Young Professionals
  Technical Seminars and Field trips focusing the Student Members, exposing them to the Work environment and opportunities to work there in the future
- Changes required by IEEE/the Region/your Section to better support Students and Young Professionals
  Subsidies for conferences and broadcasting it so that students members are aware of it
- Major successes since the last meeting in terms of Students and Young Professionals
  - Increase in the numbers of student members
  - Formation of the IEEE YP affinity Group
- Tasks to support the Students and Young Professionals
  - Conducting regular meetings with them
  - Informing them regarding the technical seminars and Field Trips

Section Vitality

- Activities/programs/initiatives work well to drive the vitality and sustainability in your Section
  International Conferences in the region
- Changes required by IEEE/the Region/your Section to improve Section vitality and sustainability
  Provide Support and opportunity for hosting international conferences
- Major successes since the last meeting in terms of Section Vitality
  - Section website is hosted
  - Student Branches are involved in meetings
  - Initiatives to have more Affinity Groups
- Tasks to Foster the Section Vitality
  - Communicate with all the Officers in the Qatar Section
  - Hold Elections or nominate officers for vacant positions
  - Conducting Seminars/Technical Talks
  - Organizing International conferences in Qatar
  - Facilitating Active Members in Qatar
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